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sechellarum with Phmnicophorium sechellarum apparently intended as a
synonym; the text carries the Phcenicophorium name as the leader with
Stevensonia grandifolia Dune. apparently intended as a synonym; the
Wendland publication in Ill. Hort. (Phmnicophorium) appears to antedate
the Van Houtte treatment because the latter quotes the former, but it is
unsafe to make such decision for Van Houtte may have seen an advance
proof. In the Flore des Serres account Van Houtte roundly protests and
ridicules the name Phcenicophorium.
I am convinced that the generic name Phmnicpphorium should be outlawed; but the specific name Borsigianum is the oldest tenable one we yet
know and it may now follow the palm into Stevensonia, the binomial becoming Stevensonia Borsigiana.
THE ARIKURY PALM

In 1891 Barbosa-Rodrigues founded the genus Arikuryroba for a single
Cocos-like small palm in Brazil, adopting an Indian vernacular name.
The species is A. Capanemm, named in compliment to the Brazilian botanist and geologist Professor Dr. Guilherme Schuch de Capanema. In 1897
it appeared as Cocos C'apanemce by Drude, and in 1898 as Cocos Arikuryroba
by Barbosa himself as if he had changed his mind about the disposition of
it although in 1903 in his great Sertum Palmarum Brasiliensium he describes and figures it again as Arikuryroba Capanemce. In 1916 Beccari
identified the palm with Cocos schizophylla of Martius (1826) by means of
flowers and fruits of the Cocos cultivated in the botanic garden in Calcutta. Beccari accepts the Barbosan genus but shortens the word to
Arikury, making in fact a new generic name; the plant becomes Arikw'Y
schizophylla, and this is the current binomial. We cannot adopt this
abridgement of the generic nomen under any organized rule of nomenclature, however much we may prefer the shorter name. The problem remains
of finding a tenable binomial under the full name Arikuryroba if we accept
the segregation from Cocos (as I think we must).
Martius founded Cocos schizophylla in Volume II of Historia Naturalis
Palmarum, in a fascicle published in 1826. As a record he cites "Cocos de
Aricui velde Aracuri, Maximilian Prinz von' Neuwied, Reise in Brasilien,
I, p. 272", quoted also by Beccari in "11 Genere Cocos", 1916. This reference becomes "Cocos A ricui Prinz v. N euwied, Reise in Bra;il, J, 272 ", by
Drude in Flora Brasiliensis, 1882. It is now necessary, therefore, to examine
the old account in Maximilian, for Aticui becomes the oldest specific name
if it is there botanically published.
The work in question is "Reise nach Brasilien in den Jahren I81S bis
1817 von Maximilian Prinz zu Wied-Neuwied". On page 271 of Volume I
(Frankfurt a M. 1820) begins an account of "Stachellose Arten von Palmen", of which nine kinds are listed, and the last entry is the one we seek
,
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(p. 272): '(9) Cocos de Aricuri odeI' Aracui; eine IS bis 18 Fuss hohe Palme
an del' Seekiiste im Sande, in del' Gegend von Alcobaca und Belmonte, mit
3 bis 4 odeI' mehreren Blattern, deren Blattstiele (petioli) an ihrer Wurzel
mit stumpfen stachelartigen Auswiichsen an beyden Seiten besetzt ist.
Wenn die frondes abfallen, so bleibt del' Blattstiel stehen, dies bildet
einen sehr rauen kurzen Stamm. Frondes schon gewolbt, glanzend griin
und glatt. Die Fruchtrispe tragt eine Menge runder Steinfriichte, von del'
Grosse einer starken runden Pflaume, die mit einem schonen orangefarbenen
Fleische iiberzogen sind. Man macht aus den Blattern leichte Strohhiite".
Then follows an account of three palms "Mit wahren Stacheln besetze
Arten". Two considerations emerge from this travel-account: (I) a new
species is not described, with a botanical binomial; (2) this aricui palm perhaps may not be the one intended by Martius as Cocos schizophylla or by
Barbosa as AriJ;;uryroba Ca~an;~<£.
.'.
If we accept the determmatJOns of Bercan, then certam consequences
follow:
ARIKURYROBA, Barb.-Rodr.. Plant Nov. Cult. Jard. Bot. Rio-deJan., fasc. I, p. 5, t. iii (1891). Arikury, Becc., nlGenere Cocos in
L'Agric. Coloniale, Firenze, x, 13 (1916).
t ~rikuryroba schizophylla, n. tr. Figs. 100, 101, 102.
Cocos schizophylla, Martiu8, Rist. Nat. Palm. ii, 119, tt. 84, 85
(1826).
Cocos Aricui, Drude in Martius Fl. Brasil. iii, pt. 2, p. 422 (1882),
nomen.
Arikuryroba Capanem<£, Barb.-Rodr. l.c., p. 6 (1891), and Sertum
Palm. Bras. ii, 126 t. 90A (1903).
Cocos Capanem<£, Drude, Engler & Prantl Natiirl. Pflanzenf.
achtr. i, 57 (1897)
Cocos Arikuryroba, Barb.-Rodr. Palm. Mattogr. 25 (1898).
Arikury schizophylla, Becc. l.c. 13 (Sept., 1916); Aricury schizophylla in Index p. 125
Aricuri schizophylla, Becc. l.c. 6II (Dec., 1916).
We may now consider the confusion that has arisen between the Cocos
schizophylla of Martius and the Arikuryroba Capanem<£ of Barbosa. When
he founded the genus Arikuryroba, Barbosa was aware·of the resemblance
to Cocos schizophylla and considered the case in his general discussion in
the Portuguese explanations although making no contrasts in the Latin
diagnosis. Martil1s does not describe or figure the internal structure of the
nut of C. schizophylla and therefore the character of the fruit was practically
unknown when Barbosa wrote. Barbosa states that seeds of Cocos schizophylla were supplied him by Professor Barao de Capaneme, "which had
never been studied till the present time" (que nao tinham sido ate hoje
estudados). These nuts or seeds disclosed an equable rather than a
I
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ruminate albumen and it was on this character that Barbosa largely depended in his separation of Arikuryroba from Cocos schizophylla, and he
figures these contrasts in his original paper in 189 I and also in the Sertum

FIG.

100.

A

grown under at least three names (in three
genera), evidently the arikury of Brazil.

SMALL ATTRACTIVE PALM
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in 1903. Beccari in reviewing the Cocos tribes in 1916, having had flowers
and fruits of Cocos schizophylld from the Botanic Garden in Calcutta, found
that the nuts so named had a ruminate albumen, and he concluded that
the seeds of this Cocos possessed by Barbosa were misnamed; in his informal remarks in Italian under Arikuryroba (Arikury) Beccari states
that the seeds of Barbosa's plates are Butia Boneti, and repeats this finding
in the Latin synonymy in his discussion of that species.

FIG. lor.

INFLORESCENCE OF THE SMALL PALM:

known as Cocos schizophylla in Demerara.

I have taken what is known as Cocos schizophylla in the Botanic Garden
at Georgetown, Demerara (British Guiana), apparently agreeing with the
description and plates of Martius, and ,the seeds have ruminate albumen;
and the plant agrees also with the Barbosan description and plates of
Arikuryroba Capanemce; I am the more ready,therefore, to follow the conclusion of Beccari that the two palms are the same and to unite the specific
nameschizophylla to the genus Arikuryroba. I have also taken Arikuryroba
Capanem<e in Jardim Botanico, Rio de Janeiro, presumably plantedundcr
Barbosa's hand, arid it agrees with the foregoing determinations. In the
Jardim there was also a fruitful tree labelled Cocos schizophylla, Mart.,
but it is a Syagrus; this would iinply that Cocos schizophylla was not
understood. Drude ralls attention to certain errors in Martius.
The present account is one more effort to. understand the arikury
palm, awaiting a fuller disposition of the case. It is apparent that the
planted material of Cocos schizophylla and Arikuryroba Gapanem<e are the
same. We now require studies of these palms in the wild; with ample
herbarium material. Both are recorded as native in Bahia.
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There is still another feature associated with the arikury palm. The
name Areca Alicm has appeared in lists as planted in the United States.
This Areca is Australian. Seeds under this name were introduced in !g03
by the United States Department of Agriculture (FPI 9727) from Castleton
Gardens, Jamaica; seeds of this introduction have been supplied me, and
they apparently are correctly named. Yet I have not been able to find
Areca Alicm growing in the United States. In the Harvard Botanic
Garden at Soledad near Cienfuegos, Cuba, are fruiting trees under the
name Areca Alicm (Fig. 100), but they are the same as Cocos schizophylla
planted in Demerara. I have taken the same plant also in Havana, planted
without name. A leaf sent me of the plant grown in southern Florida as
Areca Alicm is not that species and has every appearance of being the
arikury palm; fruits are now required for fuller identification. It would be
interesting to learn how this transfer of names has taken place; similar
misapplications are common in the palms.

Cocos schizophylla taken
in Demerara; about one-fourth natural size.

FIG. 102. FRUIT-CLUSTER OF

